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ABSTRACT 
Santa Clara University’s new law building, Charney Hall, was constructed in 2018 using steel 
and concrete, but was redesigned by this team using Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) and Glue-
Laminated Timber (glulams). Charney Hall is a non-symmetric, incongruent structure with large 
open rooms up to 6,000 square feet. Glulams are made of several parallel planks of wood glued 
together with structural epoxy to obtain higher strength in the longitudinal direction. CLT panels 
are similar to glulams, but the longitudinal grains of wood planks are oriented in perpendicular 
layers in order to increase strength along the weak and strong axes of the member. These 
engineered wood products capture the strength and longevity of steel and concrete while 
lowering the environmental impact during the manufacturing and construction process, so the 
purpose of this design was to show the applicability of these materials in the United States. The 
completion of this design required an understanding of product information and material 
properties provided by manufacturers such as Structurlam along with an understanding of the 
fire, seismic, and safety research that a few organizations, such as Portland and Oregon State 
Universities, have conducted. This structural redesign included the design of the gravity system 
by way of the glulam beams and columns and the CLT floor diaphragms. It also included the 
design of CLT shear walls for the lateral system and a few poignant connection designs.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION   
 
1.1 Sustainability in Construction 
Incredible advances have occurred in the last decade regarding the ability to build 
stronger, more stable, longer-lasting infrastructure. The construction industry, however, is 
currently one of the largest producers of carbon dioxide, as evidenced by Figure 1, which 
shows that the manufacturing and construction industries were responsible for emitting 6,066 
million metric tons of CO2 in 2015. 
 
Figure 1: Comparison of carbon dioxide emissions by industry. 
Source: International Energy Agency, 2017. 
 
The two most common building materials in developed countries for anything other than 
residential structures are steel and concrete, which are harmful to the environment to 
manufacture because their production takes immense amounts of energy and water and emits 
copious amounts of pollution, such as carbon dioxide, into the atmosphere. Although it is 
widely accepted that these two materials are deleterious, their use has not diminished because 
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they are able to provide the strength, stiffness, stability, and serviceability required of large 
buildings, bridges, and the like.  
As climate change and environmental impacts become more concerning, many countries 
around the world are beginning to develop, research, and utilize building materials and 
construction practices that aim to mitigate the negative effects construction can have on 
surrounding ecological systems. Along with this push to include environmental consideration 
in the construction industry, economic construction will always be a high priority. The quest 
for increased sustainability in the implementation of new or repairing of old infrastructure 
must, therefore, also respect economic concerns in materials and constructability.  
 
1.2 The Need for Sustainable Materials 
There are a few different strategies available for reducing the environmental harm that a 
project inflicts, such as being recycling and reusing waste materials, sourcing locally to 
reduce pollution from shipping and transportation efforts, and reducing or eliminating the use 
of equipment that produces various forms of pollution. All of these strategies are beneficial, 
especially when used collectively, but this project team wanted to focus on improving the 
production of construction materials as a way to mitigate environmental impact. The 
materials used in a design can also significantly change the sustainability of a project, as 
shown in Figure 2, which compares steel, concrete, and wood in terms of total energy use in 
production, greenhouse gas index, air pollution index, solid waste, and ecological resource 
impact use. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of the sustainability of wood, steel, and concrete. 
Source: naturally:wood, 2018. 
 
1.3 Site Details and Description 
The building used for this project is Santa Clara University’s (SCU’s) Charney Hall Law 
Building, located at 500 El Camino Real in Santa Clara, California. This building, as shown 
in Figure 3, is 96,000 square feet, three stories tall, and has a mechanical deck and patio on 
the roof, contributing to its 59.5-foot height. It was constructed from October of 2016 to 
March of 2018 with a pile foundation, steel framing, concrete decking, and a lateral system 
composed of steel braced frames.  
 
Figure 3: Rendering of Santa Clara University's Charney Hall Law Building. 
Source: SCB, 2017. 
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This building was specifically chosen for this design project for several reasons. The first 
is that it represents current architecture and design criteria, so use in a design involving 
emerging materials would clearly illustrate their applicability to Silicon Valley aesthetics. 
Second, the architect behind this design had a specific vision and layout planned which 
would require the design team to create structural integrity for the anticipated uses of the 
building, while maintaining the intended features and functionality. Third, the layout 
involves high ceilings, walls of windows, and large, open rooms as sizable as 6,000 square 
feet for the anticipated classrooms and mock-courtroom. The architectural plans for Charney 
Hall are included in this report in Appendix A. There is a significant lack of symmetry and 
congruity within and between each story, which makes the building incredibly unique and 
required the design team to be creative and innovative in their approach to bringing the 
architect’s vision to life. Finally, this building is located in an active seismic zone, which 
provided an extra design challenge but also exemplified the efficacy of emerging materials in 
seismic occurrences. Charney Hall of Law proved to be an excellent choice that encouraged 
the design team to put basic engineering principles to use in new ways and showing the 
usability of sustainable materials in the United States. 
 
1.4 Project Scope 
The scope of this project included the design of the gravity system, lateral system, and 
specific connections. For the gravity system, the location of beams and columns, as well as 
their individual sizes, were determined along with the sizes of the floor and roof diaphragms. 
The lateral system design involved sizing the shear walls that would resist the lateral load 
and ensuring the floor and roof diaphragms from the gravity design could transfer the 
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expected lateral forces to the resisting system of shear walls. The connection design included 
schematics of primary connections throughout the structure and a detailed design for 
connecting the CLT panels to the glulam beams.  
The scope of this project did not include design of the foundation or any non-structural 
elements. The pile foundation used for the existing Charney Hall structure was assumed to be 
sufficient for the purposes of the redesign, but the team did recognize that it would likely 
need reevaluation should the building actually be constructed with engineered wood. The 
main reason for this reevaluation is that the existing structure uses braced frames as the 
lateral resisting system so earthquake loads are transferred to the foundation as point loads 
located where columns terminate. Conversely, in a shear wall system, the lateral loads from 
an earthquake would be transferred to the foundation along the entire length of the shear 
wall, which would likely require a thicker slab in those locations. As for the non-structural 
elements of this building, the team assumed that cold-formed steel would be used to support 
the wall elements where shear walls are not located, but no design was done as they are not 
considered to be a part of the structural system.  
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CHAPTER 2 
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 
 
2.1 Alternative Design Materials for Structural Redesign 
The project team discussed the sustainability and applicability of various materials 
gaining visibility in the construction industry as alternatives for the project. One of the 
materials discussed was cob, since much research in the United States, especially at SCU, is 
being dedicated to assess its ability to withstand seismic activity. This alternative and others 
similar to it, such as earthbags and straw-bale, were quickly ruled out because of the 
necessary height of the structure as well as its long floor spans and plethora of windows. 
Light-frame construction involving either cold-formed steel or lumber was also considered, 
but these options were quickly disregarded, as it was obvious they would not have the 
necessary strength and stability that this building demands. More feasible options included 
materials like concrete with admixtures that reduce the necessary amount of cement and 
different types of engineered woods that have a higher strength than traditional stick framing.  
The team decided the best solution was to complete the redesign of the structure using 
Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT), an engineered wood product, because it is a carbon-
sequestering material designed to uphold larger loading. After researching CLT, it became 
clear that most manufacturers only provide Cross-Laminated Timber in the form of panels 
which can be used as floor and roof diaphragms or shear walls. The columns and beams 
framing the structure would need to be a different material, such as steel or Glue-Laminated 
Timber (glulams). The team decided to use glulams over steel because it is also an 
engineered wood so it maintains the same benefits as CLT. In total, this structural redesign of 
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Charney Hall Law Building was completed using two kinds of engineered wood, Cross-
Laminated Timber and Glue-Laminated Timber. 
 
2.2 Cross-Laminated Timber 
Timber has been used as a building material for thousands of years due to its availability, 
constructability, and affordability. One downside is that it only has usable strength in the 
direction of its longitudinal grains, which limits its use to primarily residential structures 
because they tend to have smaller floor spans, fewer stories, and shorter ceiling heights. 
Timber is much more sustainable to produce and construct with than steel and concrete, so 
many researchers in countries like Japan, New Zealand, and Canada have begun investigating 
how to increase strength and fire resistance of timber to widen its applicability. One 
particular development is Cross-Laminated Timber, which is constructed by gluing 
perpendicular layers of wood planks together with structural epoxy, as demonstrated in 
Figure 4. This increases the strength of the member along both the x and y axes by orienting 
planks of wood such that each direction runs parallel to the grains of some of the pieces. 
 
Figure 4: Schematic diagram of a CLT panel construction. 
Source: Smartlam, 2018 
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Several countries have readily adopted this material, but the first commercial Cross-
Laminated Timber building in the United States was not completed until 2011, and the first 
CLT high-rise recently received its building permit in 2017. It is not yet included in the 
building code except as an alternative material because of its newness, so designing a 
structure compatible with U.S. standards required much research into the expectations and 
requirements for heavy timber as well as use of methods developed by specific 
manufacturers. Without industry standards, there are large variances between manufacturers, 
so the team chose a specific manufacturer, called Structurlam, to obtain material properties 
and to be able to specify existing products. Structurlam is based in British Columbia, one of 
the locations where engineered wood is quite popular, and was able to provide the material 
properties shown in Table 1, as well as design guides for CLT diaphragms. 
Table 1: Structurlam table of CLT panel grades, strengths, and physical properties. 
Source: Structurlam, 2016. 
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Structurlam produces panels with both visual and non-visual surface qualities so that, if 
desired, one or both faces of the panel may be exposed. The V series, included in the chart 
above, is exclusively made from visual grade lumber while the E series can be either surface 
quality. Structurlam’s panels can be used as diaphragms and shear walls and range from 3.43 
to 12.42 inches thick. In terms of span, the CLT panels can be produced at 7-foot-10.5-inch 
(7’-10.5”) or 9-foot-10.5-inch (9’-10.5”) widths and can span up to 40 feet long.  
 
2.3 Glue-Laminated Timber 
Glue-Laminated Timber has existed longer than and inspired the creation of Cross-
Laminated Timber since CLT, so the concept is very similar. The primary difference is that 
glulams are constructed in parallel layups rather than perpendicular ones, as shown in Figure 
5. In this way, glulams are more applicable for beams and columns and CLT is more 
applicable for diaphragms and shear walls. 
 
 
Figure 5: Schematic diagram of a glulam beam construction. 
Source: Conestoga, 2017. 
 
This orientation increases glulam strength in the longitudinal direction of the wood 
planks but does not significantly improve the member’s strength perpendicular to the grain. 
There is a higher prevalence of codes, guides, and product information regarding glulam 
beams, one of which is the Glulam Product Guide published by The Engineered Wood 
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Association (APA) that includes the capacities and sizes of standard beam sizes, as well as 
the intrinsic properties of standard types of wood used, as shown in Table 2. 
Table 2: Reference design values for structural glue-laminated softwood timber. 
Source: APA, 2016. 
 
 
The first number of the stress class denotes the allowable bending stress from tension in 
hundreds of pounds per square inch (psi), while the second number signifies the modulus of 
elasticity in millions of psi. The 2800 psi class was chosen because it is the strongest variety 
that can be made into beams large enough for this project’s purposes.  
 
2.4 Fire Resistance of Engineered Wood 
An immense concern regarding the use of any kind of wood in construction is that it is 
highly flammable and excellent fuel for a fire. Extensive research has been executed to prove 
the ability of heavy timber to provide an acceptable fire rating so that it could resurface as a 
usable construction material. For example, the American Wood Council (AWC) conducted 
five full-scale tests in 2017 on a two-story, heavily furnished test building, shown in Figure 
6, specifically geared toward determining the fire safety of heavy timber.  
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Figure 6: AWC test building for CLT fire resistance research. 
Source: American Wood Council, 2017. 
 
The first test utilized gypsum wall board to protect the heavy timber, and it lasted through 
three hours of fire with no significant charring of the wood. The second test also used 
gypsum protection but with approximately thirty percent of the CLT ceiling left exposed, and 
the panels lasted through a four-hour fire by self-extinguishing due to char. The third test left 
half of the CLT walls completely exposed, but a layer of char formed, protecting most of the 
structural integrity of the material. The fourth and fifth tests left all of the heavy timber 
exposed but utilized the installed sprinkler systems to control the fire. In the fourth test, the 
sprinklers activated rapidly, as they likely would in a real structure, while the fifth tested let 
the fire burn for almost half an hour before activating the sprinklers. The sprinkler system 
quickly extinguished the fire in both cases. Another concern is that, although the structural 
epoxy used for these products is not flammable, it will lose capacity if the temperature 
exceeds its melting point. The gravity analysis, therefore, should ensure the members have a 
least enough remaining strength to carry fire responders and their equipment.  
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CHAPTER 3 
DESIGN CRITERIA AND STANDARDS 
 
3.1 Design Criteria for Charney Hall 
The deflection limits for floor members are L/360 for live load and L/240 for combined 
dead and live load according to Table 1604.3 of the 2016 California Building Code. There is 
a prevalence of vibration in long spans of engineered wood members, so the design team 
decided to increase the requirement to L/480 for the live load deflection limit. Charney Hall 
was determined to be a Risk Category III structure because it corresponds to “buildings and 
other structures whose primary occupancy is public assembly with an occupant load greater 
than three hundred” (2016 CBC). The Soil Site Class was determined to be D using the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) Soil Type and Shaking Hazard Map for the San 
Francisco Bay Area. This map, shown in Figure 7, denotes Santa Clara University’s location 
with the red pin and proves that SCU resides in the NEHRP D zone.  
 
Figure 7: USGS soil type and shaking hazard map in the San Francisco bay area. 
Source: USGS, 2018 Soil Type and Shaking Hazard maps. 
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From the established risk category and ASCE 7-10 Table 1.5-2, it was determined that 
the importance factor for this structure is 1.25. The location, soil site class, and risk category 
were entered into the USGS Seismic Design Maps in order to obtain the design response 
spectrum values, as shown in Figure 8, that were used in the Equivalent Lateral Force 
Procedure for assessing the expected lateral design loads.  
 
Figure 8: USGS seismic design maps summary report for SCU. 
Source: USGS, 2018 U.S. Seismic Design Maps. 
 
Beyond the technical design criteria established above, the primary focus for this project 
team was to respect the architect’s vision for and the intended uses of Santa Clara 
University’s Charney Hall Law Building. This vision included a 6,000 square-foot 
courtroom, several 150-person classrooms, library stacks for law references, and many 
smaller classrooms, offices, and study spaces scattered throughout each level. This team also 
sought to avoid infringing on the intended room sizes as often as possible and to retain the 
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open spaces in floors or ceilings that give the structure its connected feel. Finally, it was very 
important that the depths of the glulam beams for the gravity system did not exceed 36 inches 
to allow for a CLT panel to be laid on top without infringing on ceiling height by exceeding 
the probable depth of a comparable I-beam and concrete deck configuration. 
 
3.2 Codes and Guides Used for Design 
A comprehensive list of the various codes and guides used for the structural redesign of 
Charney Hall is as follows: 
● American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 7-10 2010 
● California Building Code (CBC) 2016 
● American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 117-2015 
● American Wood Council (AWC) National Design Specification (NDS) 2015 
● AWC Special Design Provisions for Wind and Seismic (SDPWS) 2015 
● American Concrete Institute (ACI) 318-14 
● CLT Handbook (U.S. Edition) 2013 
● The Engineered Wood Association (APA) Glued-Laminated Beam Design Tables 
2016 
● Structurlam CrossLam CLT Technical Design Guide 2016  
15 
 
CHAPTER 4 
STRUCTURAL REDESIGN OF CHARNEY HALL 
 
4.1 Design Approach 
The gravity design approach involved first establishing a framing method so that a 
continuous load path would be ensured and could be used in the design of each member. A 
preliminary framing plan, based on the existing architectural plans, was then selected to 
estimate where beams and columns could be placed in the structure. The 2016 CBC was used 
to determine the expected live loads for different parts of the building based on their intended 
uses, and live load maps were developed that delineated these different locations. CLT floor 
diaphragms, glulam beams, and glulam columns were then sized according to the expected 
loads, and the framing layout was adjusted as necessary. 
 
4.2 Framing Layout 
Typical engineered wood structures in countries, such as Canada, Japan, and New 
Zealand, use a framing layout where beams connect to columns and the decking lays across 
the beams before another column is placed above. The glulam beams then get connected to 
the columns at the ends, and the columns get connected to the CLT panels above and below 
them. This platform framing provides a clear and continuous load path, as shown in Figure 9, 
and can also involve a rigid foam and concrete layer to coat the CLT floor diaphragm. These 
countries have utilized engineered woods much more in construction than other places, so 
their framing methods were trusted and adopted for this project.  
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Figure 9: Schematic of CLT-panel and glulam-beam-and-column framing system. 
Source: OBD, 2015. 
 
4.3 Load Determination 
The dead load distributed across each floor was estimated by totaling the expected glulam 
and CLT member weights, per their respective product information guides, and averaging 
that weight across the area of each floor. This estimation amounted to a conservative dead 
load of 45 pounds per square foot (psf) on the first three floors, but the dead load for the 
mechanical deck was raised to 50 psf because of the permanent equipment to be stored there. 
The anticipated live loads for the structure were determined based on the intended use of 
each portion of the building shown on the architectural plans. Assessment of the structure 
proved that four live loading categories were necessary: corridors and classrooms, offices, 
library stacks, and roof. The library stacks would expect a large amount of live load given the 
presence of many books, so the building code dictated it be designed for 150 psf. Corridors 
and classrooms are places where large assembly is expected so they require a live load of 100 
psf, but offices only require 80 psf of live load for design. Finally, the roof live load 
mandated by the building code is 20 psf which was also used as the live loading for the 
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mechanical deck. The live and dead loads experienced on the ground floor are assumed to go 
directly into the pile foundation mentioned earlier, so determination of those loads was 
unnecessary for this project. The live load maps for floors two and three are included in 
Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively, where purple indicates offices, blue indicates library 
stacks, red indicates roof, and the uncolored portions signify classrooms and corridors. 
 
Figure 10: Second story live load map. 
Source: Charney Hall architectural plans [edited]. 
 
 
Figure 11: Third story live load map. 
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Source: Charney Hall architectural plans [edited]. 
 
4.4 Preliminary Beam and Column Placement 
The initial placement of beams and columns in this redesign centered around the existing 
structural plans for Charney Hall, and slab directionality was chosen based on the shortest 
span between neighboring beams. More beams were added to the layout when loading 
demands largely exceeded the capacity of reasonable beam sizes and it was desirable to 
reduce the tributary area. This desired reduction mainly occurred when framing the large 
classrooms on the first floor. Also, Structurlam's design guides note that because of vibration 
and deflection concerns, a CLT slab span should be limited to 20-25 feet. This limitation led 
to the inclusion of more beams to mitigate these concerns and satisfy the suggested lengths.  
 
4.5 Beam Sizing and Schedule 
The majority of the beam design was straight forward since plentiful information has 
been published by APA and other organizations to aid in design with glulams. For a complete 
record of the assorted beam sizes and locations, see the beam schedule in Appendix C. The 
added beams, as mentioned above, were not able to frame directly into columns, so they were 
framed into perpendicular beams and accounted for when sizing the girders they frame into.  
Despite the ease of most of the building, certain areas like the aforementioned 62’ by 99’ 
courtroom and 34’ by 45’ classrooms, located on the first floor, posed issues. These 
challenges arose because honoring the intended use of these spaces required maintaining the 
large open room without inserting columns that may obstruct the audience’s view from 
various angles. From the APA Glue-Laminated Beam Design Tables document, it was 
determined that the load demand and deflection limits would require a 45-inch deep section 
that would have to be custom-made to achieve a width of 14 inches. As mentioned before, 
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one criteria of the gravity system design was a maximum beam depth of 36 inches, so as not 
to inflict on the intended ceiling height of the floor below. This issue required creativity and 
innovation to overcome. The project team discussed using two beams directly next two each 
other, but this raised concerns about using excess material and not being the most economic 
solution. The team also investigated the possibility of tying the beams upward such that the 
load was transferred back up to the second floor and over to a congruent portion of the 
structure. The ultimate solution for this predicament involved using the strength from the 
CLT panel that overlays the beam for increased capacity by forming a T-beam, as shown in 
Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12: Schematic of a T-beam showing effective flange width. 
Source: Highways for Life, 2016 [edited]. 
 
The concrete code ACI 318-14 was the inspiration for this solution as it discusses how to 
utilize concrete slabs in the assessment of concrete beam capacity. Engineered woods behave 
very differently than concrete and are less understood from a capacity perspective, so the 
capacity of the T-beam was calculated with incremental effective flange widths (dimension bf 
in Figure 12). For the complete calculation, see Appendix . The maximum applied moment 
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was calculated by setting the equation for bending stress equal to the allowable bending 
stress for a particular beam size. Since the beams will be simply supported and, therefore, 
always in positive bending, the allowable stress was chosen from the tension section of the 
Glulam Design Values for Softwood Timber table shown previously in Table 2 and discussed 
in Section 2.3 of this report. A similar process was followed for calculating the T-beam shear 
capacity using the allowable shear stresses also listed in Table 2. For the complete 
calculation, see Appendix C, and for the beam schedule, see Appendix D. 
 The moment and shear capacities from this analysis were then compared with the 
factored moment demand on the beams in question. If the T-beam was insufficient for the 
loading or required an effective flange width that exceeded the maximum set by the concrete 
code, a larger beam section was used for the analysis until the load could be sustained using 
reasonable beam and flange sizes. Although the CLT panels are laid across the entire floor, 
the areas where they counted toward the beam capacity in a T-beam fashion were above the 
courtroom and large classrooms on the first floor and below the library stacks on the second 
floor. The effective flange widths used in each case ended up being at least forty percent 
(40%) lower than the ACI minimum. 
In order for this T-beam behavior to succeed, the CLT panel must be connected to the 
glulam beam in such a way that the two act together. The first step in designing this 
connection was to calculate the shear flow at the face where the two members meet. The 
maximum CLT panel thickness was used in this calculation since it is more conservative, and 
the maximum required flow was 96 kips per foot. The initial connection idea was lag screws, 
but each screw has a shear capacity below two kips, so lag screws alone would be 
insufficient. Another idea was to run a steel angle bracket along the span to screw into the 
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side of the beam and the underside of the panel, but this would involve more steel than was 
desired. The use of structural epoxy similar to what connects the lams of wood together in 
engineered wood products was suggested, and a suitable epoxy from Loctite was chosen. The 
specified Premium Construction Epoxy has a shear capacity, when used with dry lumber, of 
593 pounds per square inch, so if it is used over the maximum beam width of 14.25 inches, it 
would have a 101,460 pounds-per-foot shear flow capacity. Although the lag screws now 
seem unnecessary since the capacity of the epoxy already exceeds the shear flow demand, lag 
screws were included in pairs at 12 inches on center to account for loads from emergency 
responders if a fire should melt the epoxy while firefighters remain in the structure. The final 
design of the T-beam connection is shown in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13: Schematic of the CLT panel and glulam beam connection for T-beam locations. 
Source: Project team using AutoCAD. 
 
The question that follows a sensitive connection design like this is how it will be 
constructed to ensure the necessary strength is provided. This project team determined that 
the connection would have to be prefabricated so that the epoxy could be carefully applied in 
a controlled environment. Unfortunately, it would not be possible to transport a beam with 
entire panels attached, so the idea of a hat section was proposed. This hat section involves 
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notching out pieces on each end of a small section of CLT panel that is glued and screwed to 
a glulam beam, as shown in Figure 13 above. In this way, the large portions of the CLT panel 
could be notched in the opposite manner and attached in the field with bolts. This notch 
connection would require a bolt specification and spacing design to ensure that the load 
experienced by the panel is adequately transferred through the connection, but this design 
was not included in the scope of this project. Also, the notched section would have to occur 
outside the bounds of the effective flange width contributing to the beam strength, but the 
farther out the notches are placed, the more moment they experience, so careful design and 
analysis would be needed to determine where it is safe to connect the panels. 
 
4.6 Column Sizing 
The beams loads were used to ascertain the necessary size of each column. The columns 
on each floor support the loads from beams framing in as well as the loads transferred from 
the stories above them. The live loads were not reduced for this process until reaching the 
first floor. The design team ended up using 12” by 12” columns in every location, which is 
smaller than the existing I-section steel columns. This size was chosen based on the required 
size for the columns under the library stack, which represented a worst case scenario, as 
demonstrated in Appendix D . Distributing the same column size throughout the building is a 
conservative design, but it would save money and construction time if all columns are the 
same standard size. 
 
4.7 Diaphragm Sizing and Schedule 
Deciding the thickness of the floor diaphragms for each floor included assessment of 
deflection limits and moment and shear demands in the same way that beams were sized. The 
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concern of vibration governs the allowable panel span, as shown in Table 3, which is based 
on deflection limits, applied live load, and vibration concerns. The 315 E Grade Cross-
Laminated Timber panels from Structurlam were used so that the allowable span and the 
amount of flexural and shear capacity would be maximized. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the 
span limit required the addition of beams to mitigate vibration and deflection concerns. 
Table 3: Table of CLT floor panel maximum spans per live loading. 
Source: Structurlam, 2016. 
 
 
Despite shorter spans, initial analysis of heavily loaded areas like the large classrooms 
showed that the anticipated demand on the floor panels would be higher than any product 
Structurlam could provide. The ASCE 7-10, Table 4-2 was referenced regarding whether this 
situation would merit live load reductions. Table 4, below, states that the live load element 
factor for one-way slabs is one (1), so the tributary area of the slab simply has to exceed 400 
square feet for it to qualify for live load reduction per Section 4.7.2. 
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Table 4: ASCE 7-10, Table 4-2: live load element factor, KLL. 
Source: American Society of Civil Engineers, 2010.
 
 
In the courtroom, the beams are typically spaced at 20 feet on center and they are 60.25 
feet long, so the tributary area is considered to be 1205 square feet. Even though several 
panels are used to cover this space, they are considered to act as one since they are connected 
together to collectively transfer load to the beam. Similarly, the large classrooms have beams 
at 17 feet on center the run for 42 feet, so the tributary area is 714 square feet. Both of these 
areas qualified to be designed with reduced live loads. Although the library stack load also 
posed issues for the diaphragm design, Section 4.7.3 of ASCE 7-10 notes that live loads 
above 100 psf cannot be reduced, so more beams were included under the stacks to reduce 
the tributary area of each panel.  
The reduced live load was calculated from Equation 4.7-1 in Section 4.7.2 of the ASCE 
7-10 code. Appendix E shows a sample diaphragm calculation, in which the dead and live 
loads imposed on the CLT panels for the sake of choosing the necessary thickness were not 
factored because the panel strength values listed in Table 1 are presented with Allowable 
Stress Design method rather than Load and Resistance Factor Design method. The moment 
and shear demands obtained from the adjusted loads were then used to determine what panel 
thickness and stress class. For the complete diaphragm calculation, see Appendix F. 
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4.8 Lateral Design 
The first step toward completing a lateral design was to calculate the expected story shear 
and overturning moment per the seismic design criteria established in Section 3.1 of this 
report. These calculations required estimating the structure weight and utilizing the 
Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure outlined in Section 12.8 of ASCE 7-10, as shown in 
Appendix G. This procedure led to a maximum story shear of 871 kips and allowed the 
design team to estimate the necessary amount of feet of shear wall per floor. The highlighted 
walls shown in Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17, illustrate these proposed 
locations of shear walls for the first, second, and third stories as well as the mechanical deck. 
Locations were chosen based on where braced frames were placed in the existing structure 
and where thicker walls would not impede building use. 
 
 
 
Figure 14: First story proposed shear walls. 
Source: Charney Hall architectural plans [edited]. 
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Figure 15: Second story proposed shear walls. 
Source: Charney Hall architectural plans [edited]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Third story proposed shear walls. 
Source: Charney Hall architectural plans [edited]. 
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Figure 17: Mechanical deck proposed shear walls. 
Source: Charney Hall architectural plans [edited]. 
 
The CLT panels used for the floor are considered rigid diaphragms, so the lateral force 
transferred to each shear wall was based on relative stiffness. The project team created a 
SAP2000 model of the structure to mimic the behavior of the building and assess whether the 
number and locations of anticipated shear walls was adequate for satisfying inter-story drift 
limits, total drift limits, and building torsion limits. One particular area of concern in the 
lateral design was on the first floor where the large classrooms are located because the outer 
wall is made up of windows that stretch over all three stories and therefore, can not be a 
shear wall location. The wall of windows and the 40-foot span of the classroom could 
contribute to the corner of the building acting as a cantilever in an earthquake and causing an 
unwanted amount of drift or high stress to the diaphragm transferring the load to the closest 
shear walls. The project team was expecting to use steel braced frames along the windowed 
walls as the engineers for the current structure did to account for the cantilevered portion.  
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 Although stress did end up being concentrated in the center of the structure as shown in 
Figure 18, the CLT floor diaphragms were able to transfer lateral load to the shear walls, so 
the walls of windows did not deflect more than the allowable limits. The NDS SDPWS 2015 
restricts the inter-story drift limit to two percent (2%) of the story height, which this building 
also satisfied even though each story had a different stiffness due to the discontinuous shear 
wall layout. From these results, the team discerned that the expected use of braced frames 
was not actually necessary to uphold the design criteria of this structure, so 12”-thick, 315 E 
grade shear walls were placed at the proposed locations shown in Figures 14-17, above. 
 
Figure 18: Stress results for the Charney Hall shear wall model. 
Source: Project team using SAP2000. 
 
4.9 Connections 
With the exception of the special CLT panel connection to the glulam beam for T-beam 
capacity purposes, most connections were not actually designed, but schematics were chosen 
from common practices in countries who use engineered wood products more frequently than 
the United States. For example, the expected column connection, whether to foundation or a 
CLT floor panel, will likely mimic one of the options presented in Figure 19 that include 
steel plates embedded into the column that get bolted into the surface below. 
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Figure 19: Schematic of glulam column connection to surface below. 
Source: OBD, 2017. 
 
Another expected connection is the glulam beams to the glulam columns in a way that 
simulates pinned behavior. There are a few options regarding how this may be accomplished. 
The first option is shown in Figure 20, where steel brackets shaped like upside-down T’s are 
embedded in the column and then into the beam, after which the beam end is bolted to 
securely attach the glulam to its now interior steel plate. 
 
Figure 20: Glulam beam to column connection using embedded steel. 
Source: Iversen, 2012. 
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Another option for the column-beam connection is as shown in Figure 21, below, where a 
steel plate with a small shelf on it wraps around the top of the column and attaches to a steel 
cap around the end of the beam that has an attached lip intended to rest on the steel shelf 
attached to the column. 
 
 
Figure 21: Glulam beam to column connection using steel encasing. 
Source: Evans, 2013. 
 
After investigating what the glulam connections would look like, research was done 
regarding how CLT panels are typically attached to each other as well as to the foundation. 
Most of the beams in Charney Hall have tributary areas larger than a producible and 
transportable CLT panel, so in many places, separate panels would need to be attached 
together to act as one. The best way to accomplish this connection is by using plywood 
splices that insert into notches in the panel before screws are run through, as shown in Figure 
22. This procedure works with panels that are oriented in parallel and perpendicular 
directions because the notches are manufactured when the product is produced, so the lam 
intended for the splice will simply be manufactured shorter than the other layers.  
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Figure 22: Schematic of CLT panel-to-panel connection. 
Source: Sustainable Construction Service, 2016 CLT panel-to-panel connection. 
 
The next consideration was how the CLT panel shear walls on the first floor would be 
connected to the foundation. Similar to the beam-column connections for glulam beams, 
upside-down T’s made of steel can be embedded in the CLT and then bolted into the 
foundation, or embedded in both the foundation and the CLT, as shown in Figure 23. 
Additional anchors may be necessary at the ends of walls for the force couple resisting the 
moment from the lateral force, but they were not included in the scope of connection design 
provided by this project. 
 
Figure 23: Schematic of CLT panel connection to foundation. 
Source: Sustainable Construction Services, 2016 CLT wall-to-concrete connection. 
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Similarly, the same mechanisms would be used to attach a shear walls to a CLT panel if, 
as shown in Figure 24, a shear wall above first floor must rest on the floor diaphragm. 
 
 
Figure 24: Schematic of CLT shear wall connection to CLT diaphragm. 
Source: Sustainable Construction Services, 2016 CLT wall-to-roof/floor connection. 
 
Finally, if shear walls are located in the same place on two consecutive floors, as shown 
in Figure 25, embedded steel T-sections maybe be used above and below the diaphragm. 
 
Figure 25: Schematic of CLT two-story shear wall connection to CLT diaphragm. 
Source: Sustainable Construction Services, 2016 CLT wall-to-roof/floor connection.  
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CHAPTER 5 
COST ESTIMATE 
 
5.1 Cost Comparability Research 
A specific cost estimate and comparison for this redesign was not part of the project 
scope because the cost for the structural portion of the existing Santa Clara University’s 
Charney Hall Law Building could not be disclosed. Research has been done to understand 
how engineered wood structures typically compare with traditional steel and concrete 
construction like from the World Conference on Timber Engineering. They published a case 
study done by Maria Fernanda Laguarda Mallo and Omar Espinoza regarding a 40,000 
square-foot performing arts building in Napa, California. This case seemed relevant to the 
Charney Hall project is because the performing arts center also needed to accommodate long 
spans to provide unobstructed views much like the mock courtroom and large classrooms 
present in the law building. The researchers for this case study evaluated the cost of the 
building as if it were traditional steel and concrete and then provided cost estimates for four 
different scenarios of varying use of Cross-Laminated Timber whose results are shown in 
Table 5. Basic CLT Options 1 and 2 replace the walls and roofs with CLT panels from two 
different manufacturers, and Green Options 1 and 2 replace the walls and roofs with CLT and 
the columns and beams with glulams from two different manufactures. This table signifies 
that the cost decreases when more engineered wood is used, which is promising because, as 
mentioned in Section 1.1, even construction companies and project owners who are working 
to be more sustainable want to have an economically reasonable project. The study also 
shows that using s=engineered wood reduces construction time which could save even more. 
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Table 5: Cost comparison between traditional construction and engineered wood construction.Source: Mallo, 2016. 
 
 
There are some concerns with this research that merit further investigation and study into 
the cost differences between these methods. The first concern is that it is unclear whether or 
not transportation costs are considered as a part of the material costs. The issue with this is 
that lumber and manufacturing plants are not located nearby, so the glulams and CLT panels 
would likely have to be transported from the Pacific Northwest or Canada, which could raise 
prices. Also, recent policies indicate that tariffs may be placed on Canadian lumber which 
could increase prices even more if the intended supplier was stationed there. Despite the 
concerns that merit further study, these results show promise for the future of engineered 
wood as both a sustainable and economic option. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 
 
6.1 Areas for Growth 
There are yet a few areas where engineered wood can improve before implementation in 
the United States is as effortless as other materials. Despite the incredible capacity that Glue-
Laminated Timber and Cross-Laminated Timber have for allowing unique, innovative 
projects while reducing environmental impact, the U.S. has no specific codes for these 
specific engineered wood products, so it is much more challenging to get a building permit, 
and it requires a great deal more work from the engineer to research common procedures in 
other countries and stitch together multiple codes that each have some relevance. Also, heavy 
timber is not a widely available resource, and there are few CLT and glulam manufacturers 
nearby since the demand is still low, so transportation costs will be higher, especially if the 
tariffs on lumber from Canada do get imposed. The material itself also needs more research 
regarding seismic capabilities including response modification and overstrength factors, as 
well as other failure modes such as warping, punch through, and creep which there is 
currently limited information on.  
 
6.2 Applicability of Engineered Wood Products 
In spite of the remaining challenges for engineered wood, this project demonstrated its 
potential and how beneficial it could be to put in the work to overcome the obstacles. The 
completion of this design, which included the gravity and lateral systems for a structurally 
unique building in Santa Clara, California, proves that is is feasible to use engineered wood 
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products in place of steel and concrete for larger construction projects in the Bay Area. The 
goals of this project to maintain the functionality and aesthetics of the structure while 
replacing as much of the steel and concrete as possible with engineered wood were highly 
successful. This project shows how effective engineers and architects can be regarding 
stewardship of the environment when making decisions about building materials and 
construction methods. Best of all, this project efficaciously justifies that time, energy, and 
money should be invested in continuing the advancement of engineered wood products in the 
United States. 
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Appendix B 
Sample Beam Calculations 
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Appendix C 
Beam Schedule 
 
  
Beam Number: Width (in): Depth (in): 
1 12 36 
2 3 6.875 
3 3.5 6.875 
4 5 6.875 
5 5.5 6.875 
6 6.75 6.875 
7 8.5 6.875 
8 3 11 
9 3.5 11 
10 5 12.375 
11 5.5 12.375 
12 6.75 17.875 
13 8.5 24.75 
14 3 8.25 
15 3.5 8.25 
16 5 13.75 
17 5.5 13.75 
18 6.75 20.625 
19 8.5 27.5 
20 3 13.75 
21 3.5 13.75 
22 5 13.75 
23 5.5 13.75 
24 6.75 23.375 
25 8.5 30.25 
26 3 19.25 
27 3.5 19.25 
28 5 19.25 
29 5.5 19.25 
30 6.75 19.25 
31 8.5 28.875 
32 3 22 
33 3.5 22 
34 5 22 
35 5.5 22 
36 6.75 22 
37 8.5 33 
38 3 24.75 
39 3.5 24.75 
40 5 24.75 
41 5.5 24.75 
42 6.75 24.75 
  
 
43 8.5 34.375 
44 3 26.125 
45 3.5 26.125 
46 5 26.125 
47 5.5 26.125 
48 6.75 26.125 
49 8.5 26.125 
50 14 36 
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Appendix D 
Column Calculation 
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Appendix E 
Diaphragm Calculation 
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Appendix F 
Lateral Demand Calculation 





